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GOING OUT (05) At the park (03) - Playing games (2) In context: 3-5

At the park (03) - Playing games (2). In context: 3-5 minutes. What are they doing? Sam and Scott don't know each other. Scott is asking Sam to play basketball ... 
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GOING OUT (05) At the park (03) - Playing games (2) In context: 3-5 minutes



2. Sure. I would like that!



1. Hey. Do you want to play basketball with me?



4. I don’t know, I don’t play that much.



3. Are you a good basketball player?



6. I’m Sam. And you?



5. Me neither. What’s your name? 7. I’m Scott. Let’s play!



Scott



Sam



What are they doing?



Sam and Scott don’t know each other. Scott is asking Sam to play basketball with him at the park.



Vocabulary: 3-5 minutes Review the phrases below: 1. I would like that – a polite way to say “ok” 2. I don’t play that much – I do not play a lot 3. Let’s play – used to say that you would like to play now 4. Me neither – means “I also don’t” 5. Hey – an informal way to greet someone you may or may not know Other activities that can be done at the park.



Running



Flying a kite



walking a dog



playing baseball



playing Frisbee



Playing games: dialogue 5-10 minutes Review the conversations below. Lisa and Sally don’t know each other. Lisa is asking Sally to fly a kite with her. Lisa: Sally: Lisa: Sally: Lisa: Sally: Lisa:



Hey. Do you want to fly a kite with me? Sure. I would like that! Are you a good kite flyer? I don’t know. I don’t fly that much. Me neither. What’s your name? I’m Sally. And you? I’m Lisa. Let’s play!



Dialogue 2 Lisa and Sally don’t know each other. Lisa is asking Sally to play Frisbee with her. Lisa: Sally: Lisa: Sally: Lisa: Sally: Lisa:



Hey. Do you want to play Frisbee with me? Sure. I would like that! Are you a good Frisbee player? I don’t know. I don’t play that much. Me neither. What’s your name? I’m Sally. And you? I’m Lisa. Let’s play!



Written Practice 8-10 minutes Fill in the blanks. 1. A polite way to say “ok” is __________________. 2. If you want to greet someone you don’t know casually, you can say __________________. 3. Another way to say “I do not play a lot” is __________________. 4. If you want to say “I also don’t,” you can say __________________. 5. If you want to start playing now, you can say __________________. Write the name of the activity under the picture.



1. __________



2. __________



4. __________



5. __________



3. __________



Fill in the table with the activity, or noun form. The first one has been done for you. Activity Playing baseball Walking a dog 2. Flying a kite 4.



A person doing the activity



A baseball player 1. A Frisbee player 3. A runner



Read and say it! 3-5 minutes Practice the conversation below on your own. Scott: Sam: Scott: Sam: Scott: Sam: Scott:



Hey. Do you want to play baseball with me? Sure. I would like that! Are you a good baseball player? I don’t know. I don’t play that much. Me neither. What’s your name? I’m Sam. And you? I’m Scott. Let’s play!



Practice with your teacher 5-10 minutes Practice the conversation below with your teacher. Situation: You are at the park. Ask your teacher to play with you. Practice the dialogue using the following activities: Walking a dog



Flying a kite



Running



Playing basketball



Quiz 8-10 minutes Match the vocabulary with the correct definition: 1. Me too 2. I don’t play that much 3. Hey 4. I would like that 5. Let’s play



A. Ok B. I agree C. start playing now D. To greet someone you know E. I do not play a lot



Choose a word from the box to fill in the blanks. want 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



and



player



would



play



don’t



Sure



play



What’s



Hey. Do you ______ to play baseball with me? ______. I ______ like that! Are you a good baseball ______? I ______ know. I don’t ______ that much. Me too. ______ your name? I’m Sam. ______ you? I’m Scott. Let’s ______!



Write the name of the activity and the person doing it under each picture.



1.



2.



1. Activity: A person doing the activity



3.



2.



4.



3.



5.4.



4.



5.
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GOING OUT (05) At the park (03) - Small talk (1) In context: 3-5 

Peter: Hi, there. Nice day, isn't it? Alexandra: Yes, it's a beautiful day! Peter: Do you walk in this park often? Alexandra: Whenever the weather is nice, I am here.
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GOING OUT (05) Going to a restaurant (01) - At the bar (04) In context 

Mr. Gomez: I'll ______ a whiskey sour on the ______ with a ______ of lemon. Bartender: Can I get you ______ else? Mr. Gomez: Yes, I ______ like to order a ...
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GOING OUT (05) At the movies (04) - Buying tickets (2) In context 

3-5 minutes. What are they doing? ... 2. playing/showing â€“ what time the movie will be shown ... I need 2 adult ______ and 2 children's tickets (tickets, ticket). 3.
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GOING OUT (05) Going to a restaurant (01) - Ordering (03) In context 

Peter and Alexandra are ordering dinner. 10. No, thank you. 9. Is there anything else I can get for you? 3. What salad dressing would you like with that ma'am? 1.
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GOING OUT (05) At a sporting event (02) - Buying tickets (1) In context 

Your teacher is the ticket vendor. Practice buying tickets. Football game/ Tennessee Titans. Soccer match/ Manchester United. Baseball game/ Devil Rays.
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GOING OUT (05) At a sporting event (02) - How to cheer (3) In context 

my team! What about you? 3. I am a. Titan fan, too! 4. Look! Look! They just scored! Wooohooo!!! 5. Go Titans, go!! Go Titans, go!! 6. That's my team!!! Wooohooo!
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GOING OUT (05) Going to a restaurant (01) - What's on the menu (2) In 

come at the same time. 1. EntrÃ©e ____. 4. Appetizer____. 2. Dessert____. 5. House salad____. 3. Sides____. Choose the correct category for each item on a ...
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GOING OUT (05) At the movies (04) - Discussing the movie (5) In 

Horror/Thriller â€“ a scary movie. Romance â€“ a movie about love. Romantic Comedy â€“ a funny love story. Drama â€“ development of characters that are realistic.
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GOING OUT (05) At a sporting event (02) - Where's the food? (4) In 

4. Sure! Let's go to the concession stand. Do you know what you want? 5. I want a hotdog, cracker jacks, and a coke. 6. Alright, let's go. Susie Dad. Mom Sammy ...
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GOING OUT (05) At the movies (04) - Asking about movie times (1) In 

Peter and Alexandra are talking about what time they want to see a movie. Peter: Alexandra, do you know what time the new Sandra Bullock movie starts?
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GOING OUT (05) Going to a restaurant (01) - Asking for a table (1) In 

The Smith's are at a restaurant and are asking the Maitre D for a table. 1. ... Smiths. Maitre D. 3. What name is the reservation under? 4. Smith. .... Mr. Gomez:.
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Horse Breeds in Medieval Role-playing Games 

As mules are often both calmer and hardier than horses, they were particularly ... As such it was commonly used by squires, men-at-arms or poorer knights, often.
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playing in the - Dimitri Xenakis 

Sep 16, 2006 - Herbert Dreiseitl in the permanent ornamental pool 'The great fractal pool'. Rammed earth, capped by a thin layer of naturally-coloured cement,.
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French Vocabulary EXERCISE WORKSHEETS â€œGoing In and Out of ... 

You can post your own audio recordings in the Facebook support page for constructive criticism). PRONUNCIATION. Easy Hard Almost there. 1. l'ascenseur. â˜�.
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1. Fill in the blanks 2. Comprehension 3. Going beyond 

This turns it into a thick toffee gunk. You pour this over the biscuit paste. The third stage is to slice the and place them on top of the toffee. Lastly, you whip the ...
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SOCIALIZING (04) Asking someone out (05) In context: 3-5 minutes 

I would _____ to ______ you ______. 4. That ______ be ______. 5. Perhaps we ______ go out ____ dinner tomorrow ______? Answer the questions below: 1.
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Is voting going out of fashion? 

May 15, 2013 - In this year's Audit, just 41% of the public say they would be 'certain to vote' in the event of an immediate general election. There has been a ...
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Going in Circles Placemat 

Coupe. À l'aide d'un gabarit en cercle, couper huit petits cercles de 4" (10.16 cm), douze grands cercles de 5" (12.70 cm) dans les carrés de tissus coordonnés.
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Turbulence? - Out of Equilibrium at the IHP 

Sep 7, 2007 - inner product. (u1;u2)Ë™. = 1 ... Define inner product and norm. (u, v) = 1. V ... Nonlinear ODEs induce linear PDEs on probability density functions.
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AT 35 - 25 - 001 

Apr 25, 2000 - Sac harnais de parachute ATOM MILLENIUM 35-1. TITRE: ... ATOM Millenium taille 35-1= 190 mm ... D Fil pour sac 6 kg polyamide 30/3.
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Untitled - Out of Equilibrium at the IHP 

iam tria, rifold with (Gal IssiaIl cur watÄ±lÄ±r'e â€” 1. A. CYÄ±mweniem, .... o. (15) Art 1) à®µà¯€ à®ƒ The notation A & B means there is a constant c > 0 sitch that. X x Ø¹ ØªØ¬Ù‡ Ø´Ø± ØÙ…Ù‡:E} ..... tle of till: g:Odesic flow, and x8 the role of 
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AT 35 - 25 - 001 

Apr 25, 2000 - Page 4/4. Effectuer 3 coutures aller retour point droit. 3 cm. CotÃ© conteneur de rÃ©serve. Sous-rabat supÃ©rieur du principal. Etiquette.
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References - Out of Equilibrium at the IHP 

[1] S. Fishman, Quantum Localization, in Quantum Dynamics of Simple Sys- ... [8] P. Gaspard, Chaos, Scattering and Statistical Mechanics, (Cambridge. Press ...
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Heat - Out of Equilibrium at the IHP 

Nov 5, 2007 - Focus Meeting: Entropy Production, Transport, Chaos and .... Quantum dot thermal rectifier (cond-mat/0701534) .... Effective Phonon Theory.
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